“GOVERNING THE ANTHROPOCENE: CYBER-SYSTEMIC POSSIBILITIES?”
HERRENHAUSEN PALACE, HANNOVER GERMANY. 30TH - 31ST JULY 2015 -

Panel 1:

Programme for a Systemic Inquiry

Learning about cybersystemic governance
from Limits to Growth.

Speakers: Alexander Christakis and Heiner Benking.
Response by Robert Hoffman
Input by Heiner Benking:

Revisiting, Reframing and Rescaling an
embodied „Problematique“ and Covenant.
Reflections and Learnings about Systems, Models, Frames, Signs, Media,
Representations (like Scaffoldings), Boundaries, Scales, Languages and Mindsets ….
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Programme for a Systemic Inquiry

Percepts without Concepts are blind,
Concepts without Percepts are empty.
Words without Actions are futile,
Values without Contexts are meaningless.
(free after Leibniz, Kant, Margeaux)

Intervention from the floor and interview after the event by/with Heiner Benking at:

Breaking Down New Walls
10th Annual Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates,

Berlin, November, 9-11 2009

How about that for a beginning?
Elinor Ostrom, Economy and Political Sciences, Nobel Prize Lecture, Dec, 8., 2009

• multi-perspective
• multi-positional and multi-centric
• mix of scales
• nested
• meta-data analysis research included
• diversity of rules and systems
• coping with dilemmas
• multi-level

• not chaotic – but complex
• common pool resources and sets
• common analytical tools and language
• common and diverse regimes
across scales
• communication and agent-based models
• clarifying concepts, trust and reputation
•….

More:

Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action Ostrom,
Elinor, Cambridge University Press, 1990
Understanding Institutional Diversity Ostrom, Elinor, Princeton, Princeton University
Press. 2005.
Understanding Knowledge as a Commons: From Theory to Practice Ostrom, Elinor and
Hess, Charlotte, Editors, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2006

Intervention from the floor and interview after the event by/with Heiner Benking at:

Breaking Down New Walls
10th Annual Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates,

Berlin, November, 9-11 2009

Third session:

Walls of menace to the Environment
Breaking down the walls that constrain environmental and sustainable
development prospects). [Audio and Video]

New Science, new Language, new Thinking ?
HOW ABOUT?
OLD and proven, traditional and NEW

Thinking and Doing and Sharing ?
[more]: New Renaissance 3, UN COP15 – UNFCCC side events Copenhagen 2009,
Continuously updated this Blog: www.quergeist.info

Konrad Lorenz Institute for Evolution and Cognition Research
Altenberg Workshops 1996/97 30. January 1997, Austria,

Worldview Compositions and Cognitive Spaces
- a necessary evolutionary step
by Heiner Benking
Subtitle of Fig 1: Although the perspectives of the
world's people vary in space and time, every human
concern falls somewhere on the space time graph.
The majority of the world's people are concerned
with matters that effect only family or friends
over a short period of time.
Others look far ahead in time or over a large area - a
city or a nation. Only few people have
a perspective that extends far into the future.
*
Later we can read in the book: that in contrast to the
majorities focus in the quadrant in the lower left
“box”, the book concerns itself with the upper
right quadrant or “box”.
Source: Limits to Growth, Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers
& William W. Behrens III, Potomac Associates, New York (1972)
pls. see also The Club of Rome - The Predicament of Mankind, 1970

OF und 21st CA

See: Millennium Project

Global Agora Structured Dialogic Design
March-July 2011 exercise:

STRATEGIC ARTICULATION OF
ACTIONS TO COPE
WITH THE HUGE CHALLENGES
OF OUR WORLD TODAY
A Platform for Reflection
Reynaldo Treviño Cisneros and
Bethania Arango Hisijara
Aguascalientes, México, April 2011
In: LA TRAMA

ESTRATEGAR PARA ENFRENTAR
LOS RETOS DEL MILENIO
Aguascalientes, México
Madrid, España, Julio 1, 2, 3 de 2011

or in a nutshell:
MODELS DISCOVERED
vs
MODELS DELIVERED

Monday 17th October 2011, Institute National Genevois , 1204 Geneva

Introducing:

"A Democratic Approach to Sustainable Futures"
and the "Digital Peters“
Examples of CoLaboratory Dialog Design, Deliberation and Visualization Approaches
for shared Orientation, Understanding, Capacity-Building, and Actions
across Levels, Sectors, Languages, Terminologies, Scales and Mindsets
Heiner Benking
Council on Global Issues, Positive Nett-Works, 21stCentury Agora

SYSTEMIC „LAWS“ of STRUCTURED DIALOGIC DESIGN
REQUISITE
Requirements:

Variety
Ashby

Parisomony
Miller, Warfield

Saliency
Boulding

Meaning
Peirce

Evolution
of Observation
Dye (Evolution not fixation) !

Requisite

Action

Laouris, Christakis
and Pragmatic Action !?

Contexts ?
Representations ?
Languages ?
OPEN FORUM Background Papers Collection -- Paper 1
Necessary, indispensable requisite requirements to
cultivate and maintain DIALOG, DELIBERATION, AND
DECISION CULTURES
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Worldview Compositions and Cognitive Spaces
- a necessary evolutionary step
by Heiner Benking
Subtitle of Fig 1: Although the perspectives of the
world's people vary in space and time, every human
concern falls somewhere on the space time graph.
The majority of the world's people are concerned
with matters that effect only family or friends
over a short period of time.
Others look far ahead in time or over a large area - a
city or a nation. Only few people have
a perspective that extends far into the future.
*
Later we can read in the book: that in contrast to the
majorities focus in the quadrant in the lower left
“box”, the book concerns itself with the upper
right quadrant or “box”.
Source: Limits to Growth, Donella H. Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers
& William W. Behrens III, Potomac Associates, New York (1972)
pls. see also The Club of Rome - The Predicament of Mankind, 1970

Global Sharing and Coping
Starting Points

uia.org site - some slides...

I could have also called this UIA guest page GLOBAL CHANGE or LOCAL AND GLOBAL CHANGE - as my work started
about global environmental issues in 1988 with such wide and universal themes. Only because I was involved in two or more
projects at that time, and have a certain background which was about preparing and documenting decisions and presenting results, I
was able to make the bridge, combine what normally is not seen as one - or in one solution. As both project concepts are not only of
wider interest and unique in their approach, specially in their time we are proposing here to follow each background independently
and then join in again the flow of events.

HARMONIZATION

GLOBAL CHANGE

The first and most central entry points have been
around a G7 and SRU German Environmental
experts initiative which was taken up by the UNEnvironment Programme UNEP - HEM.

The other started with the GLOBAL CHANGE conference
1988 in Moskow.
Germany and other countries had been invited to present
„Challenges to Science and Politics“ in form of Conferences
and Exhibitions. As I was invited to contribute I had to think
anew on how such complex Issues could be communicated to
the broader public, raising awareness and consciousness, and
being correct and helpful for scientists, politicians, and
industry at the same time. I go public now 1998 as after
having this touring exhibition 8 years in Germany, but never
been shown outside Germany, and being updated and in high
demand, there is high danger of losing this piece and
milestone. Politics look east and local when the exhibition
was opened in May 1990. The result we have no public eye
and information about the exhibition, its scope and results.
As this is fatal in my view, I fee I have to change and address
that.

Fig 1: The CINCI - Canyon: The technology canyon between coded- and noncoded information. From: http://benking.de/bridge-masterplan.html
13th ICSU - CODATA Conference in collaboration with the ICSU-Panel on World
Data Centers, Beijing, October 1992
Databases and Definition Problems: Workshop M and System Presentation
Bridges and a Masterplan for Islands of Data in a Labyrinth
of Environmental and Economic Information

INST-Conference
6-8. December 2002, Austria Center, Vienna

http://benking.de/Global-Change /harmonization-global-change.html
http://benking.de/Global-Change

http://benking.de/semiotics/terminology.htm
http://benking.de/semiotics/TKE-99.html
http://benking.de/ceptualinstitute/terminology.htm

Konrad Lorenz Institute for Evolution and Cognition Research
Altenberg Workshops 1996/97 30. January 1997, Austria,

Worldview Compositions and Cognitive Spaces
- a necessary evolutionary step
by Heiner Benking

Interactive relations among hierarchically ordered subsystems
of an organism, Inscribed Domains, P. A. Weiss,
In: Beyond reductionism, Alpbach 1968, pls. see more: IFSR - ISSS

Global Sharing and Coping
GLOBAL CHANGE 1990-99
LINK TO GLOBAL CHANGE EXHIBITION

GLOBAL SHARING & CARING
Ecological thinking is:
Thinking and understanding
“inter” and “trans” or
“Interaction along and across
hierarchical scales
in a concrete and sharable way”

“GOVERNING THE ANTHROPOCENE: CYBER-SYSTEMIC POSSIBILITIES?”
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Programme for a Systemic Inquiry

GLOBAL LEARN DAY
WELCOME TO EUROPE

KNOW-MAPS FOR KIDS
patterns can be meanings that connect
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The ICC is in the MMI Library
a basis for teaching wholeness and connectedness what we know and how little we know !

GLOBAL LEARN DAY
WELCOME TO EUROPE
Sharing & bridging realities

 real spaces
perceptual
__________________________________

Why not think the thing deep,
take space real and serious,
enjoy and play in spaces,
make spaces places which
can help making sense,
and ease understanding ?

 concept spaces
conceptual

http://www.meta-self.com
http://ceptualinstitute/genre/
benking/borderland.htm

Models and „think“-models

Herbert Stachowiak, 1965 - 2004
see next slide

„Man is a model making animal
His outstanding predictive powers
give him selective advantages.“
Models of Reality Shaping Thougths and Action
Richardson, Marx, and Toth

UNESCO, 1984

Cronenberger Ranger
Frank Baldus, et. al. 2002
und Weltbilder-Welthäuser
Baldus - Benking
2003

Model Thinking & Pragmatics
(developed between 1965 – 2004)

Herbert Stachowiak,

* 28. Mai 1921, Berlin

Studium Generale, Springer, 1965
Scientific Thought, UNESCO 1972
Allgemeine Modelltheorie, Springer 1973
General Model Theory
Modelle und Modelldenken im Unterricht
Klinkhardt 1980
Modell und Kunst, 1981
Pragmatics Pragmatik, Vol. I-V
Meiner 1986-96
s.a.: Quergeist

A COGNITIVE SPACE
A general diagram of mankinds’s place in the global ecosystem
using a VENN diagram subdivided as proposed by E. EDWARDS (1989)

International Encyclopedia
of Systems and Cybernetics
0479

COGNITIVE PANORAMA
1) - 2)
0484

COGNITIVE SPACES 1)
A: Atmosphere, G: Geosphere H: Hydrosphere E: Energy

0999
ECO-CUBE/
KNOW MAP 1) - 2) - 3)

The intersections represent specific fields of inquiry. EH is for example hydrodynamics. Any subset can be
subdivided according to more particular necessity (A…A1, A2… An) Mankind and smaller human groups
interact with any environmental subset. EHAG represents the most global dynamic and integrated ecosystem.
Different and much more complex representations are possible as for example DOXIADIS’ ekistics or
BENKING’s eco-cube.

http://benking.de/systems/encyclopedia/newterms/#_Toc87362165

http://systemspedia.org/entry.aspx?entry=0484

Global Sharing and Coping
Connecting Worlds, Scales, Media, & Forms/Structures

Multimedia
Where do we go from here ?
International CODATA Symposium on Multimedia in Science and Technology - MIST 2005 European Academy, Berlin, Germany September 19-20, 2005
International ICSU-CODATA Symposium Berlin, ICSU - International Council of Scientific
Unions, CODATA- Committee on Data for Science and Technology

Using Maps and Models,
SuperSigns and SuperStructures
Heiner Benking

LINKING HETEROGENOUS ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR MULTIPURPOSE APPLICATIONS:

A CONCEPTUAL SUPERSTRUCTURE
by
Benking, Heiner, FAW Ulm, Germany
Judge, Anthony J.N., Union of International Associations, Brussels, Belgium; and
Uhlir, Paul, National Research Council, Washington, D.C., USA

I.

A: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND RATIONALE FOR PAPER/CONCEPT

1. Increasing complexity of multidimensional problems and resulting need to integrate diverse
data and information sources in resolving problems must be: a) disciplinary (all disciplines), b.
Intersectorial (gov., industry, academia, public), c) international (even for local or national
problems
there are usually some international dimensions)
2. Proliferation of databases and digital information at all these levels make finding, understanding,
and using all of the relevant information extremely difficult, if not impossible,
3. Numerous barriers to effective integration exist a) Examples...
4. Imperative to Overcome these barriers

B: STATEMENT OF THE SOLUTION
II. DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT

C: ORGANIZATION

A Conceptual Superstructure or Scaffolding ....
Other Attempts/Models
Potential Applications, Examples, Why not worked/have been insufficient
Why this is different
III. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS, In research, Policymaking, Business Planning, Education,...
Examples, Summary, E: Summary of broad applicability
Section titles of the
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONCEPT, A:, B:
original research

V.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

proposal from 1993

KnowMap
Vol. 1, No. 5, August 2001

Spacial versus Spatial:
Part I - Setting Common Frames of Reference
Part II - Spacial Knowledge Maps and Knowledge Models
Part III- Panoramic Thinking and End of This Journey
Heiner Benking

http://newciv.org/cob/members/benking/knowmap.html

KnowMap
Vol. 1, No. 5, August 2001

People feel fine with icons (images) and symbols, but when
Peirce in his sign theory introduced something in-between what
he called index they are somehow destabilized and frightened not able to believe in the either - or world of words or metaphoric
pictures.
Just for the exercise we want to test Peirce's index here by
considering his third category a spacial map or model. This would
create room for communication and sensations when linking and
merging of realities and bridge the media breaks. This inbetweening is further explored in …
from chapter: Profound Ignorance and In-Between

Spacial versus Spatial – Part III :
Panoramic Thinking and End of This Journey

Heiner Benking: Alte und Neue Räume, Ordnungen
und Modelle für Orientierungen und Vereinbarungen
UNESCO Conference: The Unifying Aspects of Cultures, Vienna 2003
From Cusanus and Peirce, to Warburg ...
and further down the road less travelled

ADD SYNTAX; SEMANTIC; PRAGMATIK

„Models“
N. v. Kues

„Signs“

Library „levels“

„Cognitive Panorama“

C.S. Peirce

A. Warburg

work in progress

ANALOGON

INDEX

ORIENTATION

CONTEXTS

SYMBOLON

SYMBOL

WORDS

SUBJECTS

ICON

ICON

IMAGE

OBJECTS

(Cusanus)

ACTION

Systematic,
communicative

ETHICS & PRAGMATICS
Jonas / Stachowiak

Intervention from the floor and interview after the event by/with Heiner Benking at:

Breaking Down New Walls
10th Annual Summit of Nobel Peace Laureates,

Berlin, November, 9-11 2009

Whoever imagines mental
deep permeable barriers
which actually do not exist
and then thinks them away,
has understood the world.
As space is entrapped
in geometry's network of lines,
thought is caught in its (own) inherent laws.

Interview, Panel-Discussion, ….
Friedrich Rückert

Die Weisheit des Brahmanen,
ein Lehrgedicht in Bruchstücken
Werke, Band 2, Leipzig und Wien
[1897], S. 50-51.

Maps make the world comprehensible to us;
we are still waiting for
the star-maps of the spirit.
In the same way than ambling through fields
we risk getting lost,
the spirit negotiates its terrain.
Friedrich Rückert,
Wisdom of the Brahmins, a didactic poem,
Charles T. Brooks in 1882 – above is unfortunately only a clumbsy first translation by
Robinson/Benking
as we could only get hold of the original German version.
this is a critical translation issue:
WALLS & BOUNDARIES are „man-made“ – They have no equivalent in Nature. The term
Schranken therefore can be translated as restraining bounds, or semiphors, barriers &
temporary permeable or translucent / transparent material/strata/membranes/transition
zones).

EWOC 04, Toronto, October 2004
SYSTEMS ENCYCLOPEDIA
Vol. 22, no. 1
(October 2004)

Official Newsletter of the
International Federation of Systems Research

SECOND EDITION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF SYSTEMS AND CYBERNETICS
Charles François (editor), KG Saur Verlag-Thomson, München, 2004
Updated and augmented in more than 740 pages, 1700
articles, some of them with figures, tables and diagrams,
and 1500 bibliographical references.

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin – BBK
Berliner Bibliothekswissenschaftliches Kolloquiums
25. Mai 2004

16:00 Uhr Rundgespräch im Cum Laude

Encyclopedias & Atlases in Libraries
Future Aspects
in regard to systematic neo-pragmatic thinking along and across
representations, systems, concepts, and models
18:00 Uhr Vortrag in der Saur Bibliothek

Systemics as a general integrated language
of concepts and models
Charles François
Founder and Editor of the International Encyclopedia of Systems and Cybernetics

Heiner Benking
Independent Facilitator and Futurist
Member of the Academic Advisory Board of the Encyclopaedia of Systems and Cybernetics
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Worldview Compositions and Cognitive Spaces
- a necessary evolutionary step
Guilford, J. P., The Nature of Human
Intelligence, New York: McGraw Hill, 1967.
Structure of Intellect. [175] Cf. the work of
Heiner Benking. To be publihed in 9.
Augmented knowledge in the book by Kim
Veltman: Augmented Books, Knowledge,
and Culture
http://www.isoc.org/inet2000/cdproceedings/

6d/6d_1.htm
These quests to master new knowledge owe much to systems theory, "chaos theory" (a
seemingly contradictory combination of terms), complexity, [77] and developments in
neural networks, whereby systematic treatments of apparently random forms bring
unexpected patterns of order.
What makes these trends the more significant is that thinkers concerned with the
systematization of intellect, such as Guilford, have intuitively sought to link units,
classes, relations, systems, etc. with products and operations (figure 12).
Cf. the work of Heiner Benking. Maybe visit this text in progress...

e – DISCUSSION ON ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

"Implementing the internationally
agreed goals and commitments
in regard to sustainable development".
N) Proposal for Anna-Lindh-Foundation, European – Mediteranian Countries, Berlin-Alexandria 2008. Transcultural Dialog and PeaceMaking
Roundtable learning from experience during the last 40 years and new ideas

Stumbling blocks preventing true dialog, peace-making, and reconciliation:

1) we fight over words but do not check the meaning,
2) we do not question and compare the values attached to statements and attitudes,
3) we do not contextualize and embody concepts and meaning, do not check the sectors,
regions, scales, proportions and consequences of alternative actions,
4) we do not give voice, empower, listen, cherish and cultivate difference or variety in
dialog and decision making,
5) Disorientation and dumbing-down in Cyberculture and a mis-administered and
misunderstood, intangible “Globalisation / Glocalisation”: Where we get overloaded by
communication noise (sign/symbol melange) and media demagogy which means: no
trust and fidelity in the statements and no ways and means to check the credibility and
impact/relevance, and get lost between the scales, brackets, and sectors.
6) The above incompatibility and incomparability opens the door for over-claims and
oversimplifications. Leaders use intangible jargon (plastic-words), neglect impacts and
avoid instead of exploring differences and alternatives.
UN – ECOSOC- AMR 2008: http://www.quergeist.net/AMR-2008/
http://www.un.org/ecosoc/newfunct/Responses_in_Full-Part_I.pdf

“Science is build up with facts
as a house is with stones.
But a collection of facts
is no more science
as a heap of stones is house”
Henri Poincare (1854-1912)

GLOBAL LEARN DAY

Alternative presentations of the
periodic table or layout of chemical
elements

WELCOME TO EUROPE

A Battle of Perspectives ?

Global Sharing and Coping
Transformation of Representation

Fig. 6: Form constants as mapped by the cartographer
of consciousness, in Brian Horst OMNI Sept. 1980
Vision Quest - The Four Shields, for all see:
http://www.ceptualinstitute.com/genre/benking/landscape.htm

The both sides of Wholeness and the Way in-between. Fig. 147. Die Weltformel der Unsterblichkeit,
Vom Sinn der zahl - die Einheit der Natur, Michael Stelzner

GLOBAL LEARN DAY

WELCOME TO EUROPE

Words in Space (Wolf)
Relations, Issues, Proportions,
Consequences in space
(Judge/Benking)
and how we buit it

Premier forum des solutions pour développement des musées et expositiones - Journée Access Multimedia
17. - 18. Novembre 1998 - Cité des Sciences et de l‘Industrie

Basic classes of simulated reality and their proponents
Reality

Nature, Man Made World

Virtual Reality

Sutherland, Furness

Augmented Reality

Feiner, Stricker

Augmented Virtuality

Gelernter, Ishii

Double Augmented Reality

Mankoff

Blended Reality

Turner; Benking

Merged and Morphed Realities

Judge, Benking,

Check:
Spat (c) ial metaphors Benking/Judge, Composite Cognitive Panorama or Panopticum, and AVI 1998,
Veltman/Benking http://benking.de/ceptualinstitute/visualization.htm

Gestaltungs – Competences

UNESCO - Education for
Sustainable Development

1.

To create knowledge in a spirit of openness to the
world, integrating new perspectives

2.

To think and act in a forward looking manner

3.

To acquire knowledge and act in an interdisciplinary
manner

4.

To be able to plan and act in cooperation with others

5.

To be able to participate in decision-making processes

6.

To be able to motivate others to become active

7.

To be able to reflect upon one’s own principles and
those of others

8.

To be able to plan and act autonomously

9.

To be able to show empathy for and solidarity with the
disadvantaged

10. To be able to motivate oneself to become active

GLOBAL LEARN DAY

LET‘s TRY TO LEARN AND EXPERIENCE MORE,
WALLS AND MODELS

LET‘s GO BEYOND

Searching for alternatives
for knowing, presenting,
representing, and sharing?
Plan „B“ has a flaw
Why not go for PLAN „D“?
(overview & overclaims)
The European CEC „white paper“ Towards a Learning Society started with
Condorcet asking us to experience and even try new ways. The Club of Rome Report
quotes the children with „get real or get lost“. Children workshops showed in 1993
that they picked the proposed concepts up very naturally and easily, they wrote as a
headline „our View of Life is too Flat“. All cultures request to make words solid and
use a living, embodied language with analogies and metaphors.
We recommend these links to show that „big pictures“ and „other models“ are
possible and the work-reports and material on education including „10 Theses for
Education“ from Turku, WFSF 1993 GERMAN „big pictures“ have been also asked here 9
years later „THINK GLOBAL - but how? And can be also found here:

CAFE WELTGEIST

e – DISCUSSION ON ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

"Implementing the internationally
agreed goals and commitments
in regard to sustainable development".
N) Proposal for Anna-Lindh-Foundation, European – Mediteranian Countries, Berlin-Alexandria 2008. Transcultural Dialog and PeaceMaking
Roundtable learning from experience during the last 40 years and new ideas

Stumbling blocks preventing true dialog, peace-making, and reconciliation:

1) we fight over words but do not check the meaning,
2) we do not question and compare the values attached to statements and attitudes,
3) we do not contextualize and embody concepts and meaning, do not check the sectors,
regions, scales, proportions and consequences of alternative actions,
4) we do not give voice, empower, listen, cherish and cultivate difference or variety in
dialog and decision making,
5) Disorientation and dumbing-down in Cyberculture and a mis-administered and
misunderstood, intangible “Globalisation / Glocalisation”: Where we get overloaded by
communication noise (sign/symbol melange) and media demagogy which means: no
trust and fidelity in the statements and no ways and means to check the credibility and
impact/relevance, and get lost between the scales, brackets, and sectors.
6) The above incompatibility and incomparability opens the door for over-claims and
oversimplifications. Leaders use intangible jargon (plastic-words), neglect impacts and
avoid instead of exploring differences and alternatives.
UN – ECOSOC- AMR 2008: http://www.quergeist.net/AMR-2008/
http://www.un.org/ecosoc/newfunct/Responses_in_Full-Part_I.pdf

Navigating Complexity Using Diverse Systems Approaches
Gerald Midgley

Emphases of Different Systems Approaches

Approaches for exploring value and boundary judgments about what Approaches
should be included
for understanding
in or excluded
complex
from an
ca

Boundary

System

Relationship

Perspective

Approaches for analysis in terms of nested systems with emergent properties,
Approaches
and for addressing
developing conflict,
viable and
explor
high

Navigating Complexity Using Diverse Systems Approaches
Gerald Midgley

Examples of the alignment of Existing Systems Th
l Boundary Critique
l Critical Systems Heuristics

Boundary

System

l Viable System Diagnosis
l General System Evaluation

l System Dynamics
l Vanguard Method

Relationship

Perspective

l Soft Systems Methodology
l Structured Dialogic Design

